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UBT is at the forefront of providing Information Technology (IT) and Information Management (IM) solutions to ensure your hardware and software systems remain operational and secure. With our focused strength in providing IT Services for today’s business and technology challenges, we assist our customers to directly link IT to the objectives of their business, thereby optimizing their processes and procedures while maximizing their return on technology investments. We serve as a one-stop shop for all your IT needs with expert field support services for software development that includes planning, configuration, information assurance, maintenance, testing, and deployment; always ensuring that we adhere to all Government and Commercial standards and requirements.

Our Capabilities Include:

- **Information Technology Support**
  Multi-disciplinary IT support services to review, analyze, recommend, and implement strategic and tactical options.

- **Cloud Computing**
  Storing, managing, deploying, and fully supporting your server environment.

- **System Administration**
  Enabling operational efficiency and streamlining.

- **Cyber Security**
  Protecting your systems by pro-actively identifying vulnerabilities and implementing patches to ensure system sanctity, and uptime.

- **Big Data Solutions**
  Analyzing cumbersome data to create actionable intelligence.

- **Custom Website Design**
  Building customized websites to target potential audience, internal use, and events.

- **Database Administration**
  Keeping network databases operational and secure.

- **Help Desk/End User Support**
  24/7 help desk support, expert guidance, and troubleshooting technical issues to achieve mission success.

- **Software Architecture**
  Analyzing, designing, building, testing, implementing, sustaining, and retiring hardware, software, applications, and systems.

- **Software & Mobile Application Development**
  Enabling your content to be accessed anywhere, anytime, on screens big and small.

- **Product Development**
  Differentiating your software product line from competitors.

- **Cable Management & VTC**
  Enabling efficient and secure communication with the latest technologies.
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